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Abstract - 
Frank Rosenblatt was ahead of his time in many ways.  He had crazy ideas that are now the basis of big things in fields beyond computing.  By the wildest of coincidences, my wife is now the Program Executive for a major NASA mission based on a 1971 paper by Frank Rosenblatt.  But I'm here to tell you that Frank was wrong in his optimism about discovering intelligent life elsewhere in the universe.  There isn't any.



Well, I'm supposed to make some remarks about Frank's interest in astronomy, which is my field.  It's true that I helped dig trenches and mix concrete for an Observatory in Frank's back yard near Ithaca.  But I never really followed his research in astronomy.  

But then I discovered something very interesting: If you google "Rosenblatt" and Planet-finding, you'll discover, as I did, that Frank actually pioneered an idea, in a paper in the journal Icarus in 1971, that is now a principle used in many ground-based and satellite-based searches for extra-solar planets.  

By the strangest of coincidences, my wife has been the NASA Headquarters Program Executive for a big space mission called Kepler, which is using planetary transits to find dozens, maybe hundred, of new exo-planets.  A paper on the history of the Kepler mission credits Rosenblatt with working out the details of the technique!

Well, Frank was interested in exo-planets because he was interested in extraterrestrial life, as were many others at Cornell in those days - Phil Morrison, Giuseppe Cocconi, Carl Sagan, and another old friend of mine, Frank Drake.

Now, Frank Rosenblatt was a guy who had some wild ideas and didn't shy from promoting wild ideas.  So, to follow in his footsteps, I'd like to tell you of another wild idea:

Frank Rosenblatt and Frank Drake were wrong.  There are NO OTHER intelligent species in the universe.

I'm a physicist, until recently active in the field of astrophysics and cosmology.  I'm going to tell you about how our significance in the cosmos has diminished over the years into what might seem to be total insignificance.  But then, astonishing as it seems, I'm going to tell you how recent evidence and theoretical insight among physicists has turned things upside down and made the human species, in a sense, the center of the universe again.  If you can accept what I am about to tell you, it will become clear that our species on this insignificant fragile planet may be quite special and MAYBE even unique as an intelligent species.

First, we discovered that those fuzzy things seen in telescopes for 200 years and called nebulae were other galaxies, like our Milky Way, only far far away.  Then we discovered that all we hold near and dear, the stuff we know as Matter, was only the tip of the iceberg and that nine-tenths of the mass of the Universe is made up of something else - Dark Matter!  Then we learned that the Big Bang began with an explosive expansion that we call Inflation, pushing most of the Universe far beyond our horizon to even see it, so that everything we CAN see, even with our biggest possible telescopes, is just a tiny fraction of what's out there that we cannot see, because it's over the horizon from our visibility.  The speed of light isn't fast enough for those images to ever catch up with us.

Finally, it that wasn't enough, physicists and cosmologists are becoming more and more convinced that our entire Universe is just one little bubble in an ensemble of independent bubble universes!

My gosh!  Could it possibly get any worse?  We are a tiny speck in a system of worlds that is huge beyond our imagining!

But now, hold it!  If we live in a world with multiple universes, each with its own Big Bang, different initial conditions, and different laws of physics, and (possibly) a particular lifetime before it collapses or whatever fate befalls it - then, how many such universes could there be?  The answer, from the principles of quantum physics, is an uncountably large number.  The evidence is that our Universe was born out of a timeless quantum froth, where things can pop into existence out of the quantum vacuum.  In the Beginning was Quantum Mechanics, and the effects of quantum mechanics on the Big Bang can be observed even today, in such things as details in the cosmic microwave background radiation.

Now, physicists sometimes talk about the Anthropic Principle - the idea that we shouldn't be surprised to find ourselves living on a comfortably warm, benign, planet, with an oxygen atmosphere, plenty of sunshine for energy, stable atoms, stable planetary orbits, 3 and a half billion years of more or less successful evolution, because, of course, we wouldn't be here to note the fact, if all these nice things hadn't occurred to place us here and now. 

Well, it turns out that physicists, and others, have in fact been puzzled, even embarrassed, for many years over a long list of happy coincidences that give the illusion that the universe was designed for mankind.  

First off, there are about 30 fundamental constants of nature: initial conditions that our universe was born with, such as the mass of the proton, the strength of the force associated with electric charge, the force of gravity, and so on.  If you examine these physical constants, you find that several of them seem surprisingly nicely fine-tuned to permit the creation of a rich set of elements, of stars with long lifetimes, of Life!  Why is that?

Why is the Neutron slightly heavier than the Proton?  Because if Protons were just one percent heavier, they would spontaneously decay into neutrons and there would be no Hydrogen atoms and no stars.

There's the great story of Fred Hoyle, later Sir Fred Hoyle, who was invited to give a series of lectures at Caltech in 1953.  Fred was trying to understand how to make carbon abundant in the universe. Carbon is the basis for life, and it’s the 4th most abundant element.  It’s also a key stepping stone to building the other elements.  Hoyle knew that carbon is made in the hot centers of red giant stars, but it's impossible.  You have to bring 3 Helium nuclei together and somehow have them all fuse together in the blink of time as they fly by each other.  He made a crazy prediction: he said there has to be an undiscovered resonant energy level in the Carbon nucleus at JUST the energy to speed up the reaction to produce Carbon.  He told the Caltech folks to go to their cyclotron and look for a resonant state at exactly 7.65 MeV.  But according to all the experiments, there was no such excited state.  Nevertheless, argued Hoyle, It had to be there because Carbon exists!   To everyone’s surprise, they found it, exactly where Fred had predicted!  Sir Fred was as amazed as everyone else.  His very Atheism was shaken at the discovery of the incredible fine-tuning that allows Carbon to be abundant in our universe! 

It's rather like finding that nature has chiseled steps into the face of a cliff, precisely where they are needed to climb a mountain.

I'll mention just one more of these coincidences - some people call it the Mother of All Physics Problems.  It's the magnitude of the Cosmological Constant, the free energy of the vacuum. The Cosmological Constant has now been measured, and it's 120 ORDERS of magnitude smaller that you might expect on the basis of the standard model of particle physics!  …

Somehow the vacuum energy of all the particles and fields in the universe have cancelled out to 120 decimal places.  Not only is that astounding, but it's also necessary - for the Universe to be long-lived and for stars to shed their heavy elements to make life.

But all the happy coincidences are not confined to the first 3 minutes after the Big Bang.  So let me cite a different example.  It turns out that we are here as the result of a long SERIES of Highly Improbable Events.

The Earth is 4.5 Billion years old.  A typical G star like the Sun increases its brightness, its luminosity, by about 30 % during this time.  But we know from the fossil record that the Earth's climate has been rather stable over this 4.5 Billion years.  Apparently we have "lucked out" by some fortuitous adjustments of the greenhouse effect to counter the warming tendency of the increased solar flux.

Some authors have argued that our Earth's atmosphere is only marginally stable:  Finely tuned between runaway glaciation and runaway greenhouse heating.  Somehow, the balance between oxygen, nitrogen and CO2 has remained continuously hospitable for Life.

There's a whole book, called "Rare Earth," by Brownlee and Ward, that offers a long list a special circumstances that seem to have all occurred to make our planet hospitable.

Then there's the invention of DNA-based genetic code:  The four-base genetic code (Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine, Thymine) is universal among all known living things.  A genetic code is clearly essential for the existence of intelligent life.  We have no idea how improbable its origin is, but it seems to have happened only once, so far as we know.

The invention of photosynthesis.  The importance of photosynthesis to the animal kingdom is to put oxygen into the atmosphere.  Inorganic processes cannot generate an oxygen atmosphere.

The origin of Mitochondria.  The mitochondria are little organelles inside the cells of plants and animals that make cells work efficiently.  They are thought to be the remnants of a bacterium that was absorbed by another bacterium to produce a composite cell.  It was an important step in evolution; but again we don't know how likely it was to have occurred.

It took 1.5 Billion years for the first Eukaryotes (the first cell with a nucleus) to appear - that's a time comparable to the lifetime of a Star.  Why did it take so long?

Then there is escape from extinction:  There's good evidence that the oceans froze completely over a couple of times, most recently 800 million years ago.  There have been series of about 15 major extinction events, 5 of which have eliminated more than half of all existing species.  The event that marked the end of the Permian era killed off 80 to 90 percent of all species.  In addition, Asteroid impacts have, several times, almost extinguished life on this planet.  But not quite.

It's been deduced from mitochondrial DNA variations, that our ancestral population necked down to only a few individuals at one point in history.  Our species just barely survived.

Another published idea argues that the stability of our climate, for the evolution of complex life, can be traced to having a massive Moon rather nearby, stabilizing our spin axis against wobble.

Now, you might not be impressed with these fortunate outcomes.  But the list goes on.  And there are some authors, like Brownlee and Ward, who find these events so improbable that they conclude that they probably happened only once in the universe – and we’re it!

The point is that we are here by the skin of our teeth, having emerged from both a series of lucky accidents in the history of life, but also having barely escaped a series of mass extinctions that could easily have erased all life on this planet.

So, here we are today with theorists more and more strongly supporting the idea that universes have been tried gazillions of times, born out of the same quantum foam as our particular universe, each time with different initial conditions and unfolding into different physics, even different numbers of dimensions.  But then it should be no surprise to us that we inhabit the one where everything worked out just right, one that almost appears to have been designed for our emergence, for it could hardly be otherwise!  We may be the product of an immense Selection Effect.

The term Selection Effect is a term used by physicists and statisticians when you encounter a seemingly improbable result because of a quirk in your selection process.  But if our Universe has been selected out of the gazillions of other trials by our presence as the observers, then, Whoa!  That means that this Universe, the only one we know, has basically been fine-tuned for us.  For all we know, we might even be its only sentient inhabitants.  

Biologist Ernst Mayr of Harvard holds that searching for extraterrestrial intelligence is a deplorable waste of people's money.  He and others like him argue that the conditions for generation and evolution of life have to be just right, that human intelligence is a fluke - it came very late in evolution and only once.  Doing battle with cave bears doesn't need quantum chromodynamics or neural networks.  Humankind seems to possess gifts of mathematical reasoning and scientific ingenuity that, like the cosmic constants, seem almost accidental.

Their point is that evolution is not a stairstep progression aimed at producing, eventually, human beings.  Evolution is pointless and largely random, and the sequence of events that led to our present species, and our current high culture of investigating the physics of 10-dimensional universes is so long and tangled, so filled with chance events that might well have gone otherwise, that Ernst Mayr and others conclude that intelligence almost certainly has never appeared elsewhere in the Universe.  So the pessimists conclude we're alone, and we might as well get used to it.

Radio astronomers have been searching for non-random noise for over 50 years now.  Not a peep.  Where is everybody?

So, rather than finding our significance in the cosmos to be minuscule, our species may be in fact a lucky selection among the countless trials.  It's like dropping seeds from a fully-packed jumbo jet into a vast desert.  One of them falls in a little puddle of water and springs to life.  He says to himself, "Wow, what a nice puddle!" - he's oblivious to the gazillion seeds that failed.

Here's another analogy: Consider this:  Do you realize it's a fact that not a single one of your trillions of direct ancestors died childless?  Not one.  Because if it were otherwise, you wouldn't be here, would you?  But what's the probability of that, that not a single one of your ancestors, all the way back to the earliest fishes, died childless?  It's infinitesimally small, and yet it's true, because otherwise you wouldn't be here.  This is an example of a big Selection Effect.

So, we may live on a planet that is in effect a miracle!  Not necessarily because some creature tinkered with the physics and decided to make a miracle here, but because of natural effects and natural selection.

Charles Darwin recognized the role that chance and variation could play in leading to a complex world via natural selection and billions of trials.  Similarly, physicists today recognize how billions of trial universes might lead to the coincidences we see today.

When you know that the ensemble of all universes is of order (at least) 10**120 times larger than the universe we can see, then the fine-tuning features of our own cosmic habitat become less surprising - in fact, they become inevitable!

Nature has created a lottery.  The number of tickets printed was the number one followed by a few hundred zeros.  So far as we know, there's just one winning ticket.  Guess who got it?  We did!

Now, you may find this idea of zillions of universes hard to swallow.  But I can tell you that physicists find four different ways in which this might be the case, all of which may be true.  It's a bit technical, so you ask me later.  Suffice it to say that there are strong reasons, rooted in quantum theory, why our Big Bang was just one of countless others emerging from the frothy quantum foam of space-time.  String theory suggests that there may be 10 to the power 500 different ways to emerge from a Big Bang!  (They call it the "Landscape.")

Einstein is reported to have said, "God does not play dice!"   But in the real world of quantum mechanics, he does nothing BUT play dice!

Physicists used to be very embarrassed by these scientific arguments.  It's sort of like giving up.  If you can't find an explanation for a natural coincidence, it's an argument of last resort to say, "Well it must be anthropically selected."  Many physicists still refuse to entertain the discussion.  But the arguments are so persuasive, that many important physicists have come around to this point of view:  Steven Weinberg, Sir Martin Rees, Andrei Linde, Leonard Susskind, and many others.

Max Tegmark, one of the most brilliant physicists and cosmologists alive today, has written that the simplest and perhaps most elegant cosmology theories today involve parallel universes by default.  To avoid parallel universes, you have to complicate the theory with unsupported processes.

Physicist Alan Guth has said, "Inflation pretty much forces the idea of multiple universes upon us."

However, evidence to support this multiple universe hypothesis is not going to be easy to come by.  Much of the support for this idea comes from theoretical insights such as the theories explaining the inflation phase in the Big Bang (now well-tested experimentally), and from string theory.  An increasing number of theoretical physicists and cosmologists are coming to believe that we probably live in one of an uncountable number of unconnected universes.

The point is that, if this idea is true, then we may be here by the skin of our teeth.  And, if fact, it may be our presence as the observers that has selected out this world from the countless others.

Now, there are plenty of authors who have written that the discovery of life on other worlds is "just round the corner."  There are also lots of authors who predict that the world will end on May 21!

The point I'd like to leave you with is this:  There's a high likelihood that the Universe has been tried something like 10 the power 500 times.  That's a huge number, far far larger than the 10 to the 82 (or so) fundamental particles in the known universe.  Given the enormity of that number of trials, one has to admit the possibility of an enormous selection effect for our species.  

Of course, Frank Rosenblatt would say that's no reason to give up the search.  And that's true.  Searching for signals from other worlds is not so expensive, and who knows, we might be surprised!
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